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Synopsis: 

Design of PCBs are becoming more and more complex because of the trend to faster, higher integrated, 
smaller form factors and low power electronics circuits. A number of criteria should be considered to achieve 
maximum system performance under this condition. This document deals with a new insulator with which 
the PCB can be integrated into smaller level beyond imaginable and can solve few issues facing in complex 
design. The main idea of this research is to fabricate modified special type of insulator, which can serve 
as both insulator cum conductive.  

The selection of material for this purpose is a great challenge in order to fabricate into both levels. 

The main concept of this paper is to present the new technique of fabricating special material and its 
advantages. This is a breakthrough for a new PCB era. Many challenges are still yet to overcome to make 
this technology possible. 

I. Introduction

Many insulators are available in market like FR4, ISOLA, MEGATRON etc, all these materials have 
its own unique property, based on design requirement insulator are selected. Some complex designs may 
require one or more such unique combined property in insulator for fabricated PCB to get worked at the best 
level. But due to limitations in technology PCB can’t be fabricated with two different materials under normal 
conditions, even though it is manufactured at high cost in laboratory, at testing levels got failed to provide 
the expected design performance. 

Designers obtain impedance and stack up values from the fabricator, by providing inputs like 
required numbers of layers, board thickness and material, but for advanced complex PCBs fabricator 
suggestions for material selection also considered. Fabricator calculates the impedance value in a free space 
without concerning the design complexity and disturbances in the real complex board. So, the finished 
PCB faces impedance mismatch due to disturbances like via, operating temperature and dielectric constant 
variation due to the high-speed signals etc. Anyway, at the end, the fabricated PCBs will be working, but not 
up to the performance as expected. 
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So, the idea behind this research is to create an insulator which maintains constant dielectric value 
throughout its working under any stressful conditions and reduces skin effect for high speed signals by 
compressing the electrical fringes. 

II. Test cases:

To start research, first we need to study the problem practically. For this three-test case has been chosen. 
Three different 2-layer PCBs fabricated using different dielectric material, one with normal FR4, second with 
ISOLA370HR and the third one was MEGTRON6, all with same thickness and same copper strips pattern. 

These fabricated PCB are tested in laboratory under different conditions like temperature, humidity and 
mechanical stress, by passing different type of signals with different speeds into the copper strips.  

Case 1: Temperature 

When 10GBPs signals applied to all the three boards at high operating temperature. The dielectric value 
was all most stable up to 65C, beyond that dielectric constant started reducing thus resulted in impedance 
change. Impedance change effected the signal transmission, loss of signal nature and power. This effect was less 
in ISOLA370HR when compared with the other two. 

How the temperature causes dielectric to change? 

Simple -As the temperature increases the molecules have more thermal energy so the amplitude of 
random motion is greater. This causes to change the deviation from a perfect alignment with the field. The 
greater the temperature the more the misalignment of the molecules, this makes the molecules to be less closely 
aligned with each other, therefore causes the dielectric polarization which in turn reduces dielectric constant. 

Case 2: Mechanical stress 

Next is to measure the signals under mechanical stress, Boards are put under different vibration 
conditions. Generally, all materials have some damping effect to suppress the vibration. But for the above 
chosen materials damping factor was very less, in order to know the effect this experiment was conducted. FR4 
was all most stable throughout the test.  

The effect of mechanical vibration is more than temperature because mechanical vibration causes the molecules 
to accrue energy and changes its structure of arrangement. This causes them to change the dielectric constant, 
thus causes the transmitted signals to get distorted a lot from beyond recognition. 

Case 3: Humidity 

Last was the humidity test, this is a major issue for aerospace and military application, were 
designed product as to work under any environmental conditions. Usually dielectric material has some common 
humidity absorption rate. This test is conducted to find out what will happen if the recommended humidity 
value crosses. High humidity causes the board operating temperature to decrease that in turn increase in 
dielectric value which is a common fact, but presence of high humidity creates water molecules to be 
deposited on the board. This deposited water will create an alternate path for electrical signals causing the 
signal to get distorted. In this almost all the three-material got failed. 
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Conclusion 

From above tests it is found that each material has different withstanding capacity at 
different environmental conditions so in order to overcome the above problems, the new material should be 
fabricated having at least two or three property together which can withstand the environmental conditions.   

III. Metal oxide insulator:

Let us see briefly as how new form of material is fabricated and its advantages.

Generally, in present market many materials are available with very high dielectric constant that goes 
up to 300, some of them are synthetic material. Many materials have been used in experiment, among 
them all, metal oxides are found as the stable material, due to its relatively high stable molecular structure, it 
can perfectly align each other to maintain the electric field highly constant under any working condition. 

We know the IC fabrication using CMOS technology and its advantages in signal integrity due to the 
presence of metal oxides. The same concept is utilized for constructing a new insulator material for PCB.   

Here metal oxides are used to create dielectric material. In order to create metals oxides as 
dielectric (insulator for PCB) some medium is required. MOS has been selected as medium. 

With the help of MOS manufacturers metal oxides added to Standard MOS substrate and Re-
fabricated to required metal oxides concentration and prescribed thickness, thus a new material got 
fabricated. The fabricated material was highly unstable in nature. So immediately after fabrication, MOS is 
chemically treated with SIO2 to form a protective layer. SIO2 serves two advantages; one as a protective 
coating for MOS and second SIO2 surface can be made so smooth Fig2, that dielectric at any point will be 
constant. If the copper sheets are attached directly to the rough surface fabricated material, then the 
roughness present in the surface Fig1 makes the copper bonding less effective and air trap also can happen. 
This creates problem in impedance because of different dielectric presence from point to point.  

Normal two-layer PCB consist of one insulator with both the sides copper clad, where as in 
MOS insulator type PCB the insulator itself consist of 3 parts like metal oxides with SIO2 on both sides 
and then copper clad on either side. Theoretically the design was researched to fabricate 0.6mm thickness 
MOS rigid insulator but due to the technology transferring lag, fabricated MOS thickness became 1.22mm. 
Copper sheets having half ounce thickness are bonded to the SIO2 through chemical hot oven process.  
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Finally, two-layer PCB was fabricated with 1.22mm thickness and 60 x 60 mm in size. Next is the etching 
process in which the unwanted copper is removed to form a Printed Wired Board. Etching phase also 
encountered a problem. In etching as soon as the copper is etched the exposed SIO2 is reacting with 
the chemical, thus damaging the SIO2 layer. To prevent this a new catalyst is designed. The added catalyst 
will get bonded with the exposed SIO2 mechanically and protects from reacting with the chemicals, 
which can be removed during washing phase. 

Below two figures Fig3 and Fig4 gives comparison of a normal 2-layer PCB with the newly 
fabricated MOS insulator 

Fig3 

Fig4 

IV. Conclusion
The challenges faced in PCB like impedance mismatch, skin effect, crosstalk can be solved to an

impressive level by the introduction of this MOS insulator. 

          Added advantages are, reduction in stickup thickness, weight, noises and signal losses. MOS introduction 
as an insulator further got an advantage like IC can be embedded inside the PCB itself. Embedded means 
Designers can buy IC diagrams prints from the vendor and placed inside the PCB where ever it is required, and 
the connection can be made through buried vias thus saving space and leave room for electronics. Similarly, 
many advantages can be incorporated, but the technology is limited to the time and not possible to do all 
practically.    
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